THE NATIONAL WWI MUSEUM AND MEMORIAL IS AMERICA’S LEADING INSTITUTION DEDICATED TO REMEMBERING, INTERPRETING AND UNDERSTANDING THE GREAT WAR AND ITS ENDURING IMPACT ON THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY.

ON THE COVER:
The Liberty Memorial Tower lit with the art installation “Horizons” during the 2023 NFL Draft, co-hosted on the National WWI Museum and Memorial’s grounds.
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DEAR FRIENDS,

Over the past year, the National WWI Museum and Memorial has made great progress to strengthen our mission of remembering, interpreting and understanding the Great War and its enduring impact on the global community. 2023 marked the first opening of a new gallery in a multi-year strategic effort to provide transformative upgrades to the Museum and Memorial.

In May, the Museum and Memorial opened the new Lower Level, featuring the Bergman Family Gallery and Open Storage Center – approximately 4,000 square feet of storage and a 190-foot “coastline” of window cases that display objects and artifacts otherwise unavailable to visitors. Later in November, the first of 5 phases of Main Gallery upgrades were unveiled that create a richer and more immersive experience. These enhancements added more interpretation and nine new interactive activities to the Main Gallery, reinventing the museum experience for each generation to discover and learn in new ways.

Upgrades to the Museum and Memorial will continue into 2025, including to the outdoors where preservation work and deferred maintenance is being completed. These indoor and outdoor renovations are the most extensive to the Museum and Memorial since opening in 2006 and set the stage for our centennial in 2026.

While the expansions and upgrades were a major focus in 2023, they didn’t slow our core missional work down. In fact, we served a record 1.1 million people on our 47 acres! And online, we reached millions more. Here are some highlights that you’ll read about in the coming pages:

- Co-host of the 2023 NFL Draft, welcoming 312,000 people to the three-day event.
- Website visitors increased by 11.9% in 2023 to just over 3 million visitors.
- Onsite fieldtrips saw a 40% increase over 2022.
- Programming on YouTube was watched for 29 million minutes.

Thanks to the generosity of donors like you, the vision of our Board of Trustees and the dedication of our staff and volunteers, the Museum and Memorial remains a world-class institution poised to continue and expand on our work teaching the lessons of WWI. We could not do this without your support and look forward to continuing to grow and evolve in the future.

Sincerely,

Matthew Naylor, Ph.D.
President and CEO

Marty Nevshemal
Board of Trustees Chair
Over 1.1 million people were served on the Museum and Memorial’s 47 acres in 2023 – a record year!

COLLECTIONS HIGHLIGHTS
In 2023, the Museum and Memorial added 294 items to its collection, more than double 2022! Many of these items were in support of the Museum and Memorial’s dedicated collection initiative on women, communities of color, indigenous people and faith and religion.

Plus, a WWI observation balloon basket was added to the collection. The basket, used by a training battalion in Virginia during the Great War, is in exceptionally good condition given its age and the materials that it is made from. The basket is on view in the Open Storage Center.

2023 NFL DRAFT
Kansas City showed the world what it was all about as host to the 2023 NFL Draft. The Museum and Memorial was honored to co-host the event and be the location for the NFL Draft Experience and Red Carpet Events. 312,000 people attended the three-day event.

The National WWI Museum and Memorial was proud to host a special art installation, “Horizons”, on Liberty Memorial Tower and the North Terrace wall. Using projection mapping technology, the Tower was illuminated over five nights in tribute to our nation’s veterans.

DID YOU KNOW?
The official NFL Draft took place at the Museum and Memorial! Before the picks were announced onstage, club teams called in to NFL officials, located in the R.A. Long Learning Center, with their decisions.
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MEDIA PLACEMENTS
The Museum and Memorial was mentioned in a record number of press clips in 2023, in large part due to the NFL Draft and all of the coverage that it brought.

WEBSITE
Three million people visited the Museum and Memorial’s website, an increase of 11.9% over 2022.

SOCIAL MEDIA
By following the latest trends and with careful attention to data insights, the Museum and Memorial’s social media channels saw impressive growth.

GIVING BACK
In 2023, almost $18,000 in tickets were given to local organizations to aid in their fundraising efforts. The Museum and Memorial supports four categories – community-based, education, arts/humanities and military/veteran organizations.

SENSORY INCLUSIVITY
The Museum and Memorial has partnered with KultureCity® to enhance its ability to assist and accommodate guests with sensory needs and provide an inclusive experience for all guests. Guest Services staff take part in an annual training and resources like headphones, weighted lap pads and quiet areas are offered to guests at no charge.
KANSAS CITY’S FRONT PORCH
As the gathering place for Kansas City, the grounds of the National WWI Museum and Memorial are activated year-round – for exercise, community events, city-wide celebrations, family photo shoots and more. 2023 was the busiest year in the grounds in the Museum and Memorial’s history – with over 1.1 million guests from around the globe visiting the 47 acres.

COMMEMORATIVE CEREMONIES
The opportunity to honor and recognize the individuals who sacrifice and serve remains core to the Museum and Memorial. Memorial Day weekend draws in thousands to honor those who have lost their lives in service to their country. Later in the year, on Veterans Day, thousands more pay tribute to those who served. Each is an opportunity to engage the public in the Museum and Memorial’s mission by offering free admission for servicemembers and half-price admission for the public.

STARS AND STRIPES PICNIC
The City of Kansas City, Missouri’s official Independence Day celebration brought 75,000 people to the grounds and thousands more who took in the fireworks at vantage points across the city! Friends and families braved the heat to grab a bite to eat, shop from local vendors, listen to live music and enjoy the largest fireworks display in the city.

TAPS AT THE TOWER
For ten years, this weeklong nightly event has brought over 2,000 guests to hear Taps played at the base of the Liberty Memorial Tower.

KANSAS CITY’S GREAT BALLOON GLOW
The windy evening meant the balloons stayed grounded, but guests still had a great time wandering the grounds, eating from local food trucks, listening to live music and watching local performance artists and taking in the giant illuminated puppets brought to life by the Stonelion Puppet Theater.

NIGHT AT THE TOWER
Supporters of the Museum and Memorial gathered Sept. 24 to celebrate a Kansas City treasure. Brad and Libby Bergman were the Honorary Chairs and Katrina and Tom Henke and Erik Bergrud and Kimberlee Ried served as Event Chairs. Learn more and get involved:
**EXHIBITIONS**

**SHOWCASING THE GREAT WAR**

**Museum and Memorial Special Exhibitions**

Special exhibitions, a new state-of-the-art Open Storage Center and updates to the Main gallery and special exhibition spaces create a richer and more immersive guest experience.

**SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS IN 2023**

*Entertaining the Troops* gave a peek into the life of a WWI soldier beyond the battlefield, whether waiting for the enemies’ next move or partying in Paris. Timed to open before the 2023 NFL Draft, the exhibition highlighted the activities of soldiers that served as a distraction from the reality of war.

*Bespoke Bodies: The Design and Craft of Prosthetics* explored the past, present, and future of prosthetic design, including the transformative time for prosthetics during WWI. In collaboration with Design Museum Everywhere, the exhibition shared the evolution of prosthetic devices through visual stories, historical timelines, videos and over 50 objects from around the world. Presented by Bank of America.

**ONLINE EXHIBITIONS IN 2023:**

*Land of Battle Images of Peace*

Michael St. Maur Sheil’s photography bridges a gulf between remembrance and history, offering a unique lens on the path that nations and their lands take from war to peace.

*Fighting with Faith: A WWI POW Camp of Propaganda*

Germany and the Ottoman Empire – how this WWI alliance used art, writing, architecture and special treatment to target prisoners in the Half Moon Camp.

*Charmed Soldiers*

Surrounded by industrial violence and death, servicemembers of World War I renewed faith, discovered magic and witnessed miracles in everyday and extraordinary objects.
MAIN GALLERY REFRESH
The Lower Level of the National WWI Museum and Memorial reopened to the public on Friday, May 19. Following a year of renovations, the Lower Level features the new Bergman Family Gallery and Open Storage Center – approximately 4,000 square feet of storage and a 190-foot “coastline” of window cases that allows the Museum and Memorial to display objects and artifacts otherwise unavailable to visitors. In addition to the renovation of the new Lower Level, exciting upgrades to the Main Gallery and other spaces will continue through 2025. The first four of these upgrades opened to the public just prior to Veterans Day – Prologue: Grand Illusions, Interactive Touch Tables, America Mobilizes and Move 'Em Out and Bon Voyage. These new spaces better highlight the truly global nature of the war and add nine new interactive screens for visitors.

2024 will see upgrades to the trench and crater, as well as a new field-hospital and epilogue film, each with the goal of creating a richer and more immersive visitor experience. These updates are the most extensive renovations to the Museum and Memorial since the 2006 opening and are expected to be complete by 2026 – the 100-year anniversary of the dedication of the Museum and Memorial.
GLOBAL EDUCATION INITIATIVE

Learners from across the globe turn to the National WWI Museum and Memorial for insight into the Great War. Whether onsite field trips, online lectures or trips across the nation for once-in-a-lifetime events, Kansas City is a hub of WWI learning.

DIGITAL LEARNING
The Museum and Memorial hosts 22 online exhibitions including three that were new in 2023: Fighting with Faith, Charmed Soldiers and Lands of Battle, Images of Peace. The top sites referring digital visitors to the Museum and Memorial include two major players in today’s classrooms: Nearpod and Google Classroom. The most popular Museum and Memorial articles for learners in 2023:
- Women in WWI
- Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points
- Trench Warfare

COLLECTIONS DATABASE
Records added: +2,174 = 55,583 records total
Visitors from 163 countries

TEACHER WORKSHOPS:
The Museum and Memorial hosted 295 teachers in-person and online across four workshops designed to provide content and pedagogical resources for immediate classroom use, while partnering with organizations such as the National Council for Social Studies and Texas Humanities.

REACHING STUDENTS
Onsite fieldtrips saw a 40% increase over 2022 as numbers continue to rebound after the global pandemic.

K-12 ONSITE LEARNER ATTENDANCE

SUPPORTING EDUCATORS
The Museum and Memorial provides educators across the globe with resources for WWI teaching and learning. In 2023, the tools were accessed by over 850,000 educators and learners across 163 nations through a multi-disciplinary and searchable online database, a monthly education newsletter, on-demand video content and over 200 original lessons, activities, tutorials and readings for educators to seamlessly integrate into their classrooms.

Content created by or in partnership with the Museum and Memorial is shared across organizational partners such as Facing History & Ourselves, the Kettering Foundation, the Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History, Ancestry.com and more.
PUBLIC PROGRAMS

WWI PROGRAMS
2023 featured programming for learners of all ages, locally and around the world, to discover and understand the enduring impact of WWI.

The Museum and Memorial hosted 244 public programs on the Museum and Memorial’s 47 acres and indoors including Hands on History and Collections Spotlights with Museum volunteers and staff, community events like Memorial Day and the Stars and Stripes Picnic, public tours and educational programs.

Eighty-one programs were offered in 2023 for learners of all ages, both onsite and online.

MOST POPULAR ONSITE PROGRAMS:
- Canceled! Censored! Banned!
- Germany in Crisis: WWI, a Treaty, and the Emergence of Hitler’s Genocidal Antisemitism
- Living the Great War Weekend

PROGRAMS WITH PARTNERS LIKE:
- American Battle Monuments Commission
- American Public Square
- Jewish Vocational Services
- T.E. Lawrence Society
- U.S. Command and General Staff College

THE POWER OF DIGITAL
Many educational programs are streamed on YouTube Live and added to our library for viewing in the future. This allows the Museum and Memorial to reach a global audience including people who may never travel to Kansas City.

One such example is the Jan. 24, 2023 program, “Unraveling the Myth of Sgt. York.”

- In-person attendance: 53
- YouTube Live attendance: 142
- YouTube viewers in 2023 (post-event): 153,599

WWI SYMPOSIUM
1923 ushered in a new era of military commemoration in the wake of WWI. One hundred years later, the Museum and Memorial’s annual Symposium examined these acts of remembrance and looked back on military actions, the people who served and the ways we remember them.
SERVING OUR MISSION

MUSEUM AND MEMORIAL VOLUNTEERS
In total the Museum and Memorial had 649 volunteers contribute over 57,000 hours of service in 2023, the equivalent of $1.82 million or 27 full time staff members!

10,000+ HOURS OF SERVICE
Summer 2023, Dave Damico completed his 10,000th hour of volunteer service to the Museum and Memorial. Dave is often requested to lead field trips by teachers he has worked with in the past. As one of the Museum’s premiere tour guides and role models, Dave passes along his infectious love of history to everyone he interacts with. In December, Dave was honored as a 2023 Local Hero by Ingram’s Magazine.

In 2024, the Museum and Memorial expects a few more volunteers to also hit the 10,000 hour mark. Each day, the dedication of dozens of volunteers helps keep operations running smoothly and positively impacts the guest experience.

2023 ACE VOLUNTEERS
ACE VOLUNTEERS GIVE 500+ HOURS OF SERVICE EACH YEAR TO THE MUSEUM AND MEMORIAL

| LINDA NICKISCH | 1114 |
| JIM TATE | 944 |
| GERASIM MAYDEN | 900 |
| PAUL FRANK | 831 |
| DAVE KLOSE | 797 |
| RICK ROTH | 749 |
| BRUCE HUMPHRIES | 747 |
| CASEY KOTOWICZ | 738 |
| GARY JACKSON | 717 |
| JOHN OCHSNER | 690 |
| JERRY SCHMIDT | 669 |
| SUSAN PORTER | 641 |
| DAVE DAMICO | 628 |
| CAMERON CLEMENTS | 622 |
| RHONDA MORRIS | 619 |
| CHARLIE VAN WAY III | 607 |
| DENNIS CROSS | 607 |
| CARL MANNING | 590 |
| FRANK ALBANI | 586 |
| CHARLIE WELLS | 582 |
| STEVE HAY | 574 |
| JEB COY | 558 |
| LE DENNISTON | 547 |
| DAVID BABSON | 536 |
| JIM LONG | 535 |
| STEVEN DIETZ | 524 |
| KEITH BAUM | 514 |
| DAVID LUNGREN | 505 |
FINANCIALS

CONTINUED PROGRESS ON INFRASTRUCTURE
Thanks to generous support from donors, the Museum and Memorial made significant upgrades to refresh and expand the galleries and create a more immersive guest experience. The Lower Level, including the Bergman Family Gallery and Open Storage Center, was completed and opened to the public in May. Main Gallery upgrades began in the summer and will continue through 2025.

Buoyed by a one-time appropriation from the State of Missouri, a series of capital projects focused on restoration and deferred maintenance. The Museum and Memorial expects to be caught up on all deferred maintenance by the close of 2024.

OUR PLEDGE TO YOU
We promise to use your gift as intended to further advance our mission of remembering, interpreting and understanding the Great War and its enduring impact.

For a copy of the audited financial statements or IRS Form 990, visit theworldwar.org/financials or contact us at accounting@theworldwar.org or 816.888.8100.
ADVANCING OUR MISSION

2023 MUSEUM AND MEMORIAL SUPPORTERS

The National WWI Museum and Memorial relies on the generosity of our donors to advance our mission of remembering, interpreting and understanding the Great War and its enduring impact on the global community. Gifts of all sizes are greatly appreciated and needed to support the work of the organization.

With no appropriations for operating support from federal or state governments, the Museum and Memorial relies on members, supporters, and corporate and foundation partners to invest in our mission to make a difference. As a 501(c)(3) charitable organization, contributions are fully deductible to the extent allowed by law.
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Gregory and Sandra Galvin  
Hallmark Cards, Inc.  
Harry Portman Charitable Trust, UMB, n.a., Trustee  
J.B. Reynolds Foundation  
Jackson County Executive and Legislature  
JE Dunn Construction Company  
Lockton Companies  
Milbank Manufacturing  
Kathy and Lance Nelson  
Oppensteins Brothers Foundation – Commerce  
Bank, Trustee  
Oracle  
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Timothy Pratt and Christie Geier-Pratt  
R.A. Long Foundation  
Sandy Hillman Communications  
John Sherman and Marny Donnelly Sherman  
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UMB Financial Corporation  
Charles and Gail Van Way  
Veterans of Foreign Wars  
Connie and Robert Waldrop II  
William T. Kemper II Charitable Trust – Commerce  
Trust, Trustee  
Julie Wilson and Sara Wasson

MARINERS ($5,000-$9,999)  
John and Dena Adams  
Bank of Blue Valley  
Christopher Beal and Tim Van Zandt  
Erik Bergrud and Kimberlee Ried  
BlueScope Foundation North America  
CF David Bolt  
The Breidenthal/Snyder Foundation  
Ed Brown and Joan Dods  
Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP  
Thomas and Mary Beth Butch  
Joseph Campbell and Joan Miller-Campbell  
Laura Lee Carkener Grace  
Scott and Lynda Carlberg  
Joel and Judy Cerwick  
Kansas City Parks and Recreation  
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Kathryn and Perry Culver  
Cumulus Kansas City  
Gattemer Family Foundation  
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Ellen and Evk Hackaday Jr.  
Joan Horan  
Scott and Mindee Jackman  
Kansas City Orthopaedic Institute  
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Dale and Gwenn Klose  
Knit-Rite, LLC  
Elaine Dodge Koch and Steve Koch  
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* unlawfully obtained funds

** in accordance with legal and ethical standards

† in recognition of contributions above a specified threshold
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Brian and Anne Brooks
Kristin Brooks ^
Michelle Brooks
Peter Brooks
Sam and Debbie Bross ^
Jeffrey Brouse and Heather Camune
Pieter and Connie Brower
B. Ferrn Brown
Dewayne Brown
Douglas Brown ^
J.O. and Pattie Brown
Kenneth and Peggy Brown ^
Nathan and Shari Brown ^
Robert and Denise Brown
Roger Brown
Jim and Sandi Brown
Sarah Brown
Tim Brown ^
Vaughn and Cheryl Brown
Woody and Jennifer ^
Raeven Brownell and Theresa Bender ^
Linda Brozanic ^
Jane Brucks ^
Nancy Brummall
Jack and Sharon Brunjes
P.E. Brunner
Steven Burns
Wayne Brunz
Bridget Bryan ^
Richard H. Bryan
Kimberly and Phil Bryde ^
Chad Buchanan
Diane Buchholz
Sara Buchholz
Suzie Buchman and Gina Slack ^
Dorothy Buchner
Tiffany Buckley
Carl Budke and Jama Rice ^
Norman Buebendorf ^
Guy Buice
Jeff and Kathy Buker
Gerard and Judy Bukowski ^
Dennis and Vicki Bullard ^
Nate and Stacy Bunck ^
N.B. Burch
Robert and Leslie ^
Wendell Burg Jr.
Steven Burgauer ^
Gary and Kim Burgess ^
Michael J. Burke
William and Rhonda Burke ^
Stacey Burks
Brian Burnes ^
Angie Burnett
Todd Burnett
Janet Burns
Karyl Burns ^
DeAngela Burns-Wallace
Chris Burton and Janet Getz ^
Jan Burton
Linda Burton and William Cummings
Eric Bushner
Fred Bussard and Helen Rea ^
Gary and Kathryn Bussing
Margaret Butcavage ^
Terri Butel
William Butkus
Joseph Vogrin and Barbara Butler
Joseph C. Butler
Buttonwood Financial Group
Kit Byatt
Michael Byrd
Tim and Mercy Byrne ^
Josh Cabat
Peter Caesar ^
Shaylene Caffey
Marianne Cahill ^
John Cain ^
Veronica Caine
David Caizzi
Kevin Cale ^
Tammy Call
Alex Callan
Rodney Cameron
Lawrence Caminiti
Deborah Campbell
William and Cheryl Campbell ^
Michael and Barbara Campeau ^
Miranda Campos
Dennis J. Canning
Ansley Cannon
Dennis Cantrell ^
Capital Group Companies Global
Michael Caplinger
Christine Capp
Jack L. Capps
Robert Capps ^
Arien and Aaron Card ^
Tiffany and Matthew Cardenas ^
Laura Carey
William Carey
Robert Carberg ^
Gerald and Susan Carlson
Jeannie Carlson
Justyna Carlson
Miriam Carlson ^
Patricia Carlson
Richard W. Carlson
Alice and Steven Carman
Jane Carmichael
Devon and Pamela Carney
Sean Carney
Lucy Ree Carpenter
Sarah Carr ^
Annie Carrel ^
Brian Carroll ^
Jolene Mead and Joel Carron
Brad Carter ^
James Carter ^
Katherine Carter ^
Lindsey Carter and Drew Brown ^
Peter and Rosalea Carttar ^
Craig Carver
Peter Casey
James and Tyra Cash ^
Jon and Susan Cassat
Chelsea Cassell ^
Doug Cassell ^
Joe Cassell ^
Laurie Casteneda
James and Susan Caster ^
Ann Delaney
Pam Davidson
Mark Patterson and Jane Reed
Brian Patenaude
Pat and Chris Partezana

The David E. and Elizabeth Domann Charitable Fund
Jared and Kaleigh Doke
Elden and Deborah Dilks

Mark DeVoe
Walter and Nancy Pinnell
Mark and Heather Pfeiffer
Allen and Linda Peyton
Kathy Perryman
Brenda and Scott Perrea

Christopher and Susan Dziubek
Kati Dziowgo and Justin Dzoiwgo
Mrs. Ann M. Duer
Michael and LaTaysha Dressler

Mark Powell
Linda Ponzar
Marie Enedy
Cole and Mariah Ehmke
Mike and Julie Egan

Elizabeth Richardson
Rebecca and Peter Reynolds
Ashley Renck
Page and Bruce Reed
Michael Farrell
Tommy and Crystal Faris

Mary Joe Essex
Elizabeth Gamble
Noah Rodenberg
Barbara Robertson
Matthew Fleischman
Kelly and Cindi Flanegin

Janeen Haskins
Emily Harris
Gregory and Ann Smith
Adeline Smidt
Voytek and Grazyna Slowik
Kimberly Slavsky
Patricia Skrocki
Michael and Mary Sparks

Joel and Judy Cerwick

Dan Hammond
Barbara Halter
Doug Hall and Connie Garcia
Alton Hagen
Bahader Singh
Janell Haskins
Emily Harris

Shirley and Barnett C. Helzberg Jr.
Fernanda Goldman
Thomas and Audrey Giltner
Todd and Denise Gilbertson
Matthew Schumaker
Mark and Janice Schonwetter
Thomas and Becky Schlosser

Kansas City Neighborhood Tourist Development
Bank of America
Veterans Commission
Nancy Gremli
James and Tommye Sexton
Richard and Colleen Schwend

James and Margie Chaar
Jenifer and John Chadbourne
James Chalfant
Alexander and Andrea Chambers
Daniel Chandler and Neysa Slater-Chandler
Kyle Chansler
Robert Chapin
Terrie Chaplin
Steve and Pam Chapman
Amy Chappell
Van Chappell
Yan Chen
Mark Chester
Craig Childers
M.J. Childers
Richard and Donna Childs
Ku Chin
Alicia Chism
Aulton and Dawn Chisum
Jody Cho
John Chorn
James and Dawn Christensen
Justin and Natalie Christensen
Dennis and Marilyn Christopher
Terry L. Chronister
Carrie and Michael Chrostek
David Chu
Ari Cingo
Timothy Cirillo and Linda Odorioso
Adam Claassen
Aaron Clark
David and Kirsten Clark
Gerald and Mary Lynn Clark
Marty and Rhonda Clark
Bradley and Travis Clarke

Nova Clarke
Mark Clarkin
Carol Clausen
Michael and Marilyn Clay
Suzanne Clayton
Thomas Cleary
Karen B. Cleaver
Dr. Wade Clevenger
Lance and Lisa Clifner
Kathryn Cline
Fred James Clough
Brittany Coale
George Cockrell
Craig Coen
David and Karen Coen
Thomas and Kathrynn Coffman
Elizabeth Cohen
Gail Cohen
John and Janette Coal
Joyce Coiner
Susan Coit Williams and Terry Williams
Mitchell Colby
Roger Coldness and Connie Parrott
Stan Cole
Steven and Beth Cole
Thomas and Roxanna Cole
Paul Coleman
Richard and Faith Coleman
Kathleen Coletton
Allen Colffy and Beverly Betteridge
Penny Colleen
Guy Collier and Catherine Colyer
Edward Collins
Kenneth and Jane Collins
Jeffrey Collins
Jennings Collins
Joanne Collins
Patrick and Julia Collins
David Collyer
Stephanie and Chris Colman
Kathy Colmorgen
Dennis and Jennifer Colombo
Lisa Commander
Martha Comment
Don and Yola Compier
Bradley Compton

Donald B. Connelly
Alexandra Conniff
George and Mary Connor
Martin Conrad and Rebecca Brown
Jan Connardy
Capt. H. Parker Consaul USN (Ret)
Gertrude Coogan
Eldon and Jacqueline Cook
Richard Cook
Melanie Cooke
Doyle and Kim Coons
Jeanne Cooper
Roger Copeland
Errol and Cissy Copilevitz
Matthew and Tamara Copple
Wayne and Nancy Copple
Steve and Laura Corbett
Barbara Cordill
Richard and Cheryl Cordt
Michael Cornelius and Maureen Scully
Danielle Correll
Julia Corrin
Betty Ann Cortelyou
Virginia Corum
Terry and Jill Cosier
Chris Costanza
Michael Costigan
Edward and Candace Cotham
Michael Silvey and Marilyn Cotsworth
David Cotter
Rick Couch and Richelle Baskall
Todd Covault
Coley and Becky Cowan
Lisa Cox
Mary Cox and Serra Goodman
Stephen and Helen Cox
Dale Coy
Bradley and Stacey Crabtree
Karen Craig
Mitchell and Geralyn Crain
Neil Crain
Vance Crain
Susan Cranfield
Dan Cranshaw
James Crawford IV
Thomas Crean

Ron Creason and Leslie White
Susan and Jan Creidenberg
Bette Croes
Joshua and Betsy Cromer
Brian Cronin
Dennis and Peggy Cross
Dr. G. Lee Cross III MD
John Croucher
William and Brenda Crowder
Christopher Crowley
Michael Crowley
Marvin and Laura Crozier
David Crum
Kim Culley
Barbara Cummings
Barbara Cummings
Richard Cummings
Gregory Cummins
Michael Cundiff
David and Peaches Cunningham
Peyton Cunningham
Donna Curran
John Currie
Richard and Cynthia Currier
Gena Curry
Karen Curry
Kymberli Cutler
Mary Cutting
CVS Health
Don and Patricia Dagenais
Todd Dahn
J.W. Dailey
Michael and Joan Dainier
Teal and Marty Dakan
Megan Dalton
Robertta Dalton
Terry and Jennifer Dalton
Christopher Daly
Donald Daly
Dave and Sandy Damico
Stephen and Hannah Daniel
Eric Daniels
Douglas A. Darling
Elizabeth Dar
Dylan and Hannah Daugherty
Donald Davis
Thomas Gibson
Philip and Storie Giddings ^
Beverly Gieselmann ^
Alexa Gilbert ^
Chris Gilbert
Geri Gilbert
John Gilbert
Todd and Denise Gilbertson
Daniel Estingnoy and Shannon Giles
Wayne and Carol Giles
Scott Gill
Alison and Kip Gillett ^
James Gillick ^
Thomas and Audrey Giltnier ^
Mary Gisch
T. Susan Glauz
Carol Glazner
Jacob Gleason
James and Christine Glenski
John and Barbara Glessner
David L. Glick
Russell Godfrey
Don and Jan Goebel
Fernanda Goldman
Alan Goldsby
Peter Gomez ^
Richard Gomez
Joseph Gonenc
Joseph and Carolyn Gonzalez
Paul Gonzalez
John Goode II
Molly Goodyear
Google
Robert Gordon ^
Michael Gorham
Kevin Gori ^
Regina D. Gorzkowski
William and Sherry Gossman
Jay Gould
Kourtney Govro and Gary Venable ^
Richard Graber
Adrienne Graham
Amy and Eric Graham
Debra Graham-Stoskopf
Peter and Fely Grande
Linda Granfield
Granville Family Fund
Matt and Jeane Gratton
John Graubard ^
Michael Grauer and Leslie Baker
Ellen and Dan Gray ^
Steve and Karen Graybill ^
Vicki Greathouse
Dennis Greedell and Lori Wohlschlaeger
Gracyn Green
Amanda and Brian Greene ^
James and Ann Greene
Celeste Greenlee
Bruce Greenstein
Ricky Gregory
Roger Gregory IV
Janice Greig ^
Jim Greiner
Nancy Gremlti
Chris and Mary Gresick ^
Cristopher Grey ^
Teo and Janet Grieder
Sally and Glenn Griffin
R. and Marita Griffin
Samuel Griffin
Gordon and Linda Griffith
Keith and Barbara Grigsby
Sheree and Richard Grindel ^
Barry and Renee Grissom
Janice Grub
Pam Gronbeck ^
Brian Groves
Katie Groves
Joe and Pat Grzenda ^
Jerry Grzesiak
Grant Gubrud ^
Kathleen Guilliano
James and Barbara Gulick ^
Sheryl Gulley
Harri Gunderson IV
Robert and Toni Gunderson
Aamoy Gupta
Danny and Carol Gurba
Kevin Gurley ^
Bret Gustafson
Jennifer Guthrie
Fred and Mary Guyll
Gail and Robert Haar ^
Karen Haber
Charles Habermann
Austin and Rachel Hable
Michael Hack
Elizabeth Haden ^
Jay and Ellen Haden
Judith and Ron Hagan
Kevin Hagan ^
David Hagedorn
Alton Hagen
Kathleen Hagen
Jonathan Haight
Craig Haile ^
Jennifer Haile ^
Barbara and Craig Hakkio
Isila Hale
William Hale
Charles Hall Jr.
Deb Hall ^
Donald J. Hall
Dorothy Hall
Doug Hall and Connie Garcia
John and Charlotte Hall
Mark and Angie Hall ^
Tony Hall ^
Barbara Halter ^
Jeanne and Cindy Hamacher
H.A. Hambleton ^
Lawrence Hamel and Lynnis Jameson
Michelle Hamel
Chris Hamilton
Beverly and Clark Hammond
Dan Hammond
Lance Hammond ^
Linda Hamtil
Larry and Annette Hancks
Matthew Handlen and Sara Donovan
James and Karen Haney
D.J. Hankins
William Hankins and Allison Shirley ^
William and Paula Hankins
John Hanley
Martha and Keith Hannsz
Hanover Insurance Company Payroll Campaign Fund
David Hansen
Edward Hansen
Luke Hansen ^
Sherrie Hansen
Terrance Hansen ^
Logan Hanson
Milan Hanson and Gretehen Bishop
Thomas and Karen Hanson
Larry and Ruth Hanusch
John Simonson and Susan Hard
Thomas Hardy ^
Steve and Patty Hargrave
Kenneth Harkin ^
Lisa Harkrader
Mark Harlin
Anthony and Cheri Harlow
Glenn Harmon and Genevieve Mehan
Jill Harmon
Kelley and Retta Harnar ^
Harrah Law, LLC
Emily Harris
Jenny Harris
Steven Harris
Stephen and Jacquelyn Harrison
Jean Hart TRU
John and Jennifer Hart
Jeanne Hartley
James and Janet Hartman
Janet Hartman
Brian Harvey
Kim Harvey
Larry Haskett
Janell Haskins
John Haskins ^
Diane Haslett
Brevin Hatch
Judy Hatfield
Brent and Jackie Hathorn
Daphne Hatsopoulos
Edward and Carol Hawkins
Christopher Hawkins and Jennifer Gall
Franklin and Willene Hawkins
Nanci Hawkins
Rebecca Hawkins ^
Raymond and Kristen Hawley ^
John Hayden and Laura Endicot Hayden ^
David and Lisa Haygood
Miles Hazels ^
Donald and Judith Head ^
Martin and Valerie Head
Dan Sindelar and Julie Hearnes
Michael Hebel ^
Jackie Hedeman ^
Brooke Hedgecock
Jackie Heffelfinger ^
Elizabeth Heffner
Grayson Heffner
Layla and Alecia Heffer ^
Melinda Heikkinen
James Heiman and Maridella Carter Heiman
Dean Heintz
Carl Heinz
Mark V. and Lisa Hefner Heitz ^
WP Helean III and Marie Lewis ^
Angela Heller
Charles Heller
Richard and Julie Hellman
Angela Helmer
George Helmkamp
Dean Helms
Carl Helmssteller
Julie and David Helmuth
Michael and Corinne Hembree
Paul and Christine Hemmer
Riley and Helen Henderson
Lyssa Henderson
Chris Henry and Jenny Henry Meirotto
Carl and Carol Henry ^
Pat Henry
William and Marilyn Hensley
Sindie Henson-Pugsley and Kenneth Pugsley
Justin Henton
Mark and Vicki Herman
Clarence Hermann
Tom Hermann and Yvonne Murtha ^
Douglas Hermes
Lorena Hernandez
William and Anne Herring
Darrell and Kymberlie Herron ^
Larry Heslop
Kim and Marc Hess
Michael Hess and Betsy Sleath ^
Herbert and Linda Heyman
Michael and Cindy Hicks
Wayne Hickson
Cameron Higbe ^
Bill Higgins
Kathleen Higgins and Eugene Garver ^
Pegat Higgins
Sarah Higgins
Alisa Higgs
Jennifer Highfill
Eileen and John Hildebrand
Chris Hildebrandt
Barbara Hill ^
Brady Hill
Lance Hill ^
Leah Hill ^
Col. (R) Rick Hill
Leo Hillmann ^
Enos- Ella Hilty
Joanne Hindman
Charlie Hines
Michael Hirsch and Dianna Snow
Loren and Elaine Hirter
Timothy Hirzel
Steven Hittner
Brandon Hobbs
Carol Hobbs
Donald and Donna Hobbs
Gery and Joyce Hochanadel
Maggie Hockenson
Glenn and Carolyn Hodges
George Hodgson
Dan Hoffs and Esther Kaufeld-Hoffa
Joan Hoffmann
Jesse Hoffmam ^
Jim and Mary Kay Hogan
Mark Hogan
Linda Hokenson
Tori Holberg
Tara and Jason Holcomb ^
Jim and Gloria Holcroft
Paul and Shannon Holder
Antonio Holland ^
Josh Holland and Dawn Svenson Holland
Juanita Holland
Michael and Deborah Holland
Ralph and Elizabeth Holliday
Charles and Margaret Hollowell
Darien Holman ^
Larry Holman
Jeffrey Holmes ^
Jesse Holt and Stephanie Flage-Holt ^
Craig and Michelle Holtzen ^
Ann Homburger ^
Dana Horner
Ted and Arlene Horning
Lee Horstern
Susan and Rocky Horowitz
R. Blair and Caroline Hosford
Patrick and Whitney Hosty ^
Bruce and Deborah Houghton
William Houghton ^
Patrick and Adrienne Houlehan ^
Charles House Jr. ^
Kelly House
Jim Houston
William Houtz and Kristina Bowens ^
Randall Howard
William Thomas and Kristy Howell
Jim and Annette Howk
Summer Hu ^
Don Huubs
Nicholas Huubs
August and Laura Huber
Rod and Deb Hubert
Thomas Huck
James and Elizabeth Hudek
Joseph Hudgens ^
Alicia L. Hughes
Robert and Becky Hughes
Dan and LeAnn Hull ^
Duane P. Humlick
Mike Hummel
Michael Hummicky
Carol Sue Humphrey
Faith Humphries
Chesley and Jennifer Hungerford ^
Joshua Hunt ^
Roger Hunt ^
Alfred and Theresa Hupp
Bob and Nancy Hoppenbauer ^
Jennifer Hutcherson-Blair
Richard Hutchins
Lori and Kevin Hutchison ^
Susan Hutson
Lorraine Hyle
Anthony Iemma
Wayne and Nancy Ifft
Corey Imhoff
Pam Ingraham
Timothy Ireland
Claire Irisk ^
Cat Irving
Russell Irving
David and LT Irwin
Steven Irwin ^
Terry and Anna Isenberg
Kelly Isola ^
Dana Jackson
Larry Jacob and Stephanie Gueri
Jeffrey Jacobson ^
Arthur and Becky James
Brad James and Laura Ahrens ^
Marilyn and Thomas James
Michael and Jeanne James ^
Penelope and William James
Randall James
Rich and Dee James
Stephen James and Marion Delahan
Jeanne Janchar ^
David Janke
Todd Jansen ^
Kelly Jarman
Carmen Jarvis
Daniel Jarvis ^
Dave Jasinski
Daniel Jasper ^
Mark Jelavich
Joe Jenen ^
Richard and Beth Jenkins
Seth and Carol Jenks ^
Cynthia Jennings Campo
William Jennings ^
Cynthia Jenny
Andrew Jensen
Benjamin Jensen ^
Jim Jeter
Christian Jewell
Joe and Anne Jezak
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Jesse Kovac
Julie Kovarik
Hannah Kowalewski
Barbara Kowalski
Daniel Kowbel and Adriana Capraio
Jon Kowing and Alex East
Tom Kozrowski
Gregory Kraak
Robert and Ann Kalichek
Joseph Kraly and Daniel McMurray
Jeffrey and Polly Kramer
John Kramer
Joseph and Judith Kramps
Jeff Kranz
Kate Kratz
Susan and Doug Krebs
Doug Kremer
Robert and Susann Krenzel
Kathleen Kress
Linda Kress
Denise Kretzschmar
Sara Kreviz
Robin Krieger
Matt Kross
Elizabeth and Kyle Krueger
John Krugh IV
Thomas and Lynda Krupp
William and Carrie Kruse
Kenneth Kruse
Michael and Melissa Kruse
Janice Krusemark
Patrick Kuehl
Pat and Michele Kueny
Jeff Kueser
Pamela Kufahl
Florence Kuhs
Benjamin Kulper
Max and Ruth Kunakhovich
John and Patricia Kurtz
Elizabeth Kurz
Gary and Elizabeth Lackey
Paul and Katrina LaDue
Roy and Kathy LaFerty
Harold Lafland
Robert Lagenkamp and Rebecca Freese Lagenkamp
Christine and Mike LaHood
Michael and Susan Lally
Daniel Lamar
Mary Lancaster
Patrick and Karland Landa
Sarah Landon
Jane Lane
Monica Lane
Theresa and Robert Lane
Cheryl Lang
Gwyn Lang
Julia Langel
Dean and Jeanne Lanier
Nick Lanier and Sarah Zinschlag
Kip Lankenau
Dennis Lancer
Rosemary LaPorta
Shawn and Heather Larnach
Jessica LaRocque
Daniel and Kristin Larsen
Erik Larson and Deborah Straiton
Harold Larson
Sharon Latimer
Gresh Lattimore
Thomas Lauer
Alex and Bridgett Lauerman
William and Kristin Lauer
Harry Laver
Lynda Lawrie
Robert Lawrie Jr. and Lisa Brummet
Brian Lawson
Ryan Lawson
Danny Laycock
Patrick Layden
Lloyd and Lucinda Lazarus
William and Barbara Lazarz
Darragh Leader
Carl and Joanne Leaman
Marianne Leary
Thomas Leavens
Daniel Leaver
Daniel Lebovitz
Julie Lederer
Charles Ledford
Benny and Edith Lee
Jerald Lee
Mai Lee
Gregory Leeker
Michael and Jennifer Lefort
Jonn Legg
Derrick Leggett
Mike and Jenny Leggins
Michael Lehmann
Alice Lehnen
Nicholas Lehner
Jonathan Lehr and Laura Brandt-Lehr
Stephen Lehr and Lesa Hankins-Lehr
Wilhelmina Leigh
Nicole Leiker
Patricia Leive
Russell and Gena
Ashley Lenahan
Stephanie Lenahan
Betty Letziger
Francis and Jeanet Leurquin
Karl Leutzinger
Michael and Diane Levin
Jason Levine
Michael Lewandowski
Thomas and Vanessa Levin
Austen Lewis
David and Beverly Lewis
Galen Lewis and Meaghan Sanders
Joseph G. Lewis
Brian Liberty
David Lichias
Alex Lider
Chad and Shelly Lien
David Lightfoot
Jadyn Lightle
Patricia Barbieri-Lightner and David Lightner
Linda Lighton Adkins
Cynthia Lilleoien
Mark and Dolores Limpic
Debra Lind
Jesse Lindgren
Jack Lindquist
Kathleen and Ron Lindsey
Leonard and Cynthia Linke
Carl and Diane Linnerson
James Lipovic
Bill and Desi Lipp
Levi and Rose Lippincott
Camille Lipten
Amanda Lisher
Reed Lisher
Sadie List
Peter Little
Ronald Lobach
Charles and Donata Locke
Jack Locke
Robin Lockwood
Bruce J. Loewenberg
Alexander Lofgren
Logan View Junior/Senior High School
Andrew and Deborah Lohman
Brian and Tonya Lohman
Andrew Lohrum
Felicia Londré and Venne Richard Londré
Harry Longwell
Benjamin Lopez
Jason Lopez and Noël Boatwright-Lopez
Donald and Li-Ching Lorentz
Ronald Lorton
Amanda Loughlin
R. Peter and Denyse Loughlin
Barry Loughhrige and Susan Gilmore
Jessica and Pam Love
Marcy Love
Fern Lowenfels
Gilbert Lowry
Zim Loy
Nicolette and David Lozano
Alan Lubert and Suzanne Gladne
James Luchsinger and Joan Hinkebien
Shannon Luck-Brillhart
Thomas Ludka
Stephen and Karen Ludwig
James Ludwikowski
Sergio and Pamela Lugo
Scott and Jared Lühring
Ron and Eleanor Luke
Raymond and Shalna Lumley
Ashley and Zachary Lund
Marjorie Lundy
Sarah Lunn
Donna and Greg Lunnnon
Everett Lunsford
James and Jennifer Lutheran
Elisabeth Puckett
Susi Padday
Ted and Debbie Painter
Wilfred Palm and Trudy Keyes
Jennifer Palmer
Tom Palmer
Kaushal Panchal
Andy Papen
Deanna Parr
Jason and Jenny Pardee
Manuel and Lillian Pardo
Bart Parish and Sue Yoakum
Carol Park
Timothy Park
Anthony Chinna and Catherine Parker
Brian Parkhurst
George and Linda Parkins
Gregg and Kristi Parks
Kevin and Cynthia Parks
Nancy and Arthur Parks
Allen and Debra Parmet
William Parrish
Cathy and Brian Parsells
Pat and Chris Partezana
Brian and Cheralyn Pasbrig
Michael Pastor
James Paskiewicz and Ron Worth
Peter Pate
Michael Patel
Brian Patenaude
Timothy and Chris Pattavina
Maggie and Michael Patterson
Mark Patterson and Jane Reed
David Pattison
Ben and Donna Pauley
Jerri Pauling
Dennis Payton
Gaylord and LeErin Pearson
Ron and Erin Peel
William and Elizabeth Peerenboom
Joel and Brenda Pelofsky
Col. Marion Pember
Rod and Cari Pemberton
Keith and Margaret Pence
Beth Ann Pendergast
Sam and Sue Pennington
Courtney Perniciaro
Arthur Pera
Brenda and Scott Perrea
Kelsey and Marcus Perry
Ted Perry
Kathy Perryman
Sandra Pershing
Mark Persson and Kyle Ressegui
Harald Peter
John Peters
Jonathan and Elizabeth Peters
Albert Petersen
Debra Peterson
Mindly and Brian Peterson
Kenny and Marsha Pettit
Hella Petranik
Karen Petrone
Scott and Eleanor Petty
Allen and Linda Peyton
James M. Pfaff
Jana Pfeiferkom
Mark and Heather Pfeiffer
Jim and Virginia Phelps
Jerry Pat Philbin
Susan Philbin
Mathew and Kara Phillip
Jamie Phillips
Jerry Phillips and Eileen Flink
John and Kate Phillips
Norryl Phillips
Troy and Lori Phillips
Virginia and Stephen Phillips
Dona Phoenix
Isabella Piasecki and Sean Gunther
Randall and Amanda Pick
Kathleen Pierce
Randy Pierce
Helen Pinkston
Walter and Nancy Pinnell
Don Pischner
Joseph Plituck and Huan Yang
Jay and Kyla Pitts-Zevin
Christine Pivovar
Bob Plagens
Edward Planco
Derrick Platero
Eduardo Platon
Thomas Platt
Dale Plummer
Dan Polglaze
Brandon Pollmeier
Joyce Pollock
Molly Pollipe
Regina Polok
Linda Pronar
Cheryl Poole
Christopher Poppa
William Porteous
Jack Porter
Mack Porter
Scott and Sherry Porter
Morgan Pospisil
Gregory and Lisa Postles
Steven and Leigh Anne Potter
Ryan Potts
George and Wendy Powell
Mark Powell
Nick and Mary Ann Powell
Nancy Powell
Lorraine Powers
Shiv Prakash
Ryan Pratt and Lindsay Lewin
Christopher Prest
Roger Prewitt
Benjamin Price
David Price
Stephen and Beverly Price
Dan Prindle
Tad and Deetra Pritchett
John Procarione
Mark Prochaska
Louis and Berdyna Proctor
Megan Proctor
Natalie Prussing Halpin
James Pryde
Marjorie Pryor
Chris and Faith Pugh
Gary Puhl
Daniel Purdom and Karyn Eppler
Lynn Purkey
Rodney Pursell
Dwight and Dorothy Purtle
Jacob and Sam Push
Douglas and Kendra Putthoff
Frank and Judith Pydych
Trevin Quadnt
Robert and Evlyn Quarles
Audrey Quinly
James and Angela Quinn
Daniel and Yolanda Quintero
Dominick Quinto
Tessa and Mitchell Rabe
Rex and Patricia Rackouski
Gerald and Catherine Radek
Joshua Rader
Matthew Raffenbeul
Virginia and Larry Ragan
Carlyle Rainie
Marilyn and Martin Rainen
Vinay and Shubha Raja
Scott and Kathleen Ramage
Chailey Ramirez
Kevin Ramkisson
Geisha Ramos
Jeff and Trish Ramsey
Crystal Ramus
Susan Ramza
Jim Rand
David Randall and Shelly Deemough
Carol Randell
Jeffrey and Anne Randolph
Richard and Jo Randolph
Alfred and Maria Rangel
Ruben Rangel
John Rankin
Galen Rappe
Chris Raquezapaw
Lee Rathburn
Brian Rathsam and Emmalee Schaumburg
Josie Rawlings
Mitchell Rawson and Molly Happe
Alyson Ray
Mary D. Raynolds
Myron Re
Ted and Katie Rea
John and Ann Readey
Roxie Reavis and Julia Bergman
Dennis and Sallie Redd
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Libby and Brad Bergman</td>
<td>$1,000,000+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith and Warren Burns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall Family Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley and Barnett C. Helzberg Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kemper Family Foundations, UMB Bank, n.a., Trustee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.E. and E. Mabee Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sunderland Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack F. and Glenna Y. Wylie Charitable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation/Midwest Trust/Thomas A. McDonnell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William T. Kemper Foundation, Commerce Bank, Trustee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherman Family Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louetta M. Cowden Foundation, Bank of America, n.a., Trustee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann and Gary Dickinson Family Charitable Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arvin Geitel Charitable Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert and Marlesse Gourley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol and John Kornitzer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla and Ivan Battle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Lee Carkener Grace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estelle S. and Robert A. Long Ellis Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark and Jill Henderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milbank Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BOARD AND STAFF

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Marty Nevshemal, Chair
MRIGlobal, Vice President, Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer

Thomas Whittaker, Vice Chair
JE Dunn Construction, Executive Vice President

Ram Shankar, Treasurer
UMB Financial Corporation, Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

Mary Jane Judy, Secretary
Polsinelli PC, Co-Office Managing Partner

Gerald Bauers
Engineering Professional Representative of Parks and Recreation

Katie Briscoe
MMGY Global, Chief Executive Officer

Andrew Deister
Business Executive

Elizabeth Haden
Lathrop GPM LLP, Attorney Representative of Parks and Recreation

Katrina Henke
Milbank Manufacturing, Board Chair

Chris Hernandez
ECCO Select, Executive Vice President

Dale Klose
PNC Bank, Executive Vice President

Elaine Drodge Koch
Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP, Partner

Theresa Kostrzewa
Capitol Advantage, Founder

Courtney Kounkel
Monarch Build, Founder and Owner

Josh Maxfield
Garmin International, Associate General Counsel

Marny Sherman
Sherman Family Foundation, President

Rear Admiral Stanton Thompson (Ret.)
U.S. Navy

John Thomson
Payt, Chief Executive Officer and Founder

Richard Young Jr.
Benefit Trust Company, Principal

BOARD OF TRUSTEES EMERITI

Henry W. Bloch (In Memory)

William H. Dunn Sr.

R. Crosby Kemper, Jr. (In Memory)

ADVISORY BOARD

Kim Beazley
Former Governor of Western Australia Australia War Memorial, Council Chair

Jon Cook
VMLY&R, Global CEO

Kevin Costner
Actor/Director

Robert Dalessandro
American Battlefield Monuments Commission, Executive Director

John Dillingham
Dillingham Enterprises Inc, President

Alex Gorsky
Johnson & Johnson, Executive Chairman

Louis Gossett, Jr.
Actor

Steve Harrison
Edward Jones, Financial Advisor

Dame Diane Lees
Imperial War Museum, Former Director-General

General Richard Myers (Ret.)
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Former Chairman

Blanche Touhill

Joe Touhill
Thomas Tull
Film Producer

INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC ADVISORY BOARD

Gary Armstrong, Ph.D.
William Jewell College Professor of Political Science and Associate Dean for the Core Curriculum

Richard Shaw Faulkner, Ph.D.
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College

Kristen Griffeath, Ph.D.
Southwestern Oklahoma State University, Assistant Professor of Music

Holger Herwig, Ph.D.
University of Calgary Centre for Military and Strategic Studies Professor Emeritus of History

Heather Jones, Ph.D.
University College London Professor, Modern and Contemporary History

Jennifer Keene, Ph.D.
Chapman University Professor and Dean of Wilkinson College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences

Vejas Gabriel Liulevicius, Ph.D.
University of Tennessee, Center for Study of War and Society Professor and Director

Margaret MacMillan, Ph.D.
St. Antony’s College, University of Oxford Professor Emeritus and former Warden

Michael Neiberg, Ph.D.
United States War College Chair of War Studies

Pierre Purseigle, Ph.D.
University of Warwick Associate Professor in Modern European History

Jan Schall, Ph.D.
The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art Sanders Sosland Curator of Modern Art (Ret.)

Sir Hew Strachan, Ph.D.
University of St. Andrews, Department of International Relations Professor

The Museum and Memorial gives special appreciation to the Kansas City Board of Parks and Recreation, especially Christopher Cotton, KC Parks Director.
George Thompson, MFA
University of Kansas Medical Center
Adjunct Associate Professor

Chad Williams, Ph.D.
Brandeis University
Samuel J. and Augusta Spector Chair
in History and African and African
American Studies

Jay Winter, Ph.D.
Yale University
Charles J. Stille Professor of History

*All listings as of March 2024

STAFF

Nancy Atherton-Young
Alexander Bergman
Erin Brown
Christina Byrne
Jill Carlson
Jonathan Casey
Marie Cayce
Patricia Cecil
Matthew Craig
Anakin Day-Whitehead
Tracy Dennis
Reagan Dixon
Nicole Dobronski
Acelin Eck
Karis Erwin
Fátima Estevez
Andy Ferm
Paige Gammon
Russell Gardner
Ben Glazier

Isabel Graham
Mark Gunter
Cambria Haley
Braden James
Kristin Keckler-Alexander
Cherie Kelly
Adrienne Kizer
Amber Landers
Brooke Leisinger
Jashin Lin
Reyna Mallory
Caitlyn Martin
Dawn Mason
Larisa Masri
Sean McElvain
Matthew Naylor
Trevon Nelson
Keri Losche Noerrlinger
Susann Ogg
Charles Osgood
Stacie Petersen
Kathy Pittala
Ted Place
Joy Richardson
Isabel Ringel
Julian Ross
Alexandra Santos Bierbaum
Haley Sheriff
Alyssa Sipe
Kasey Solomon
Sophie Stebbins
James Taub
Madeline Thomas
Lora Vogt
Natalie Walker
Shane Ward
Christopher Warren
Shawn Watts

Cassandra Wesson
Jamie Westhues
Chris Wyche
Jacob Yadrich